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OF A THEOREM OF DE BRUIJN

ABDUL AZIZ

(Communicated by Irwin Kra)

Abstract. Using a recently developed interpolation formula, we present ele-

mentary new and simple proofs of De Bruijn's theorem and Zygmund's inequal-

ity concerning the integral mean estimates for polynomials. We also present a

generalization of De Bruijn's theorem which leads to a refinement of a theorem

of Erdös and Lax.

1. Introduction and statement of results

Let P(z) be a polynomial of degree n and P'(z) its derivative, then

(1) Max\P'(z)\<nMax\P(z)\
l*l=i ~    l*l=i

and for q > 1,

l/VYM     <nljo    \P(e'e)\9dd\     .

Inequality ( 1 ) is an immediate consequence of S. Bernstein's theorem on the

derivative of a trigonometric polynomial (for reference see [6]). Inequality (2)

is due to Zygmund [7] who proved it for all trigonometric polynomials of degree

n and not only for those which are of the form P(e ). Inequality (1) can be

obtained by letting q —> oo in the inequality (2). Both the inequalities (1) and

(2) can be sharpened if we restrict ourselves to the class of polynomials having

no zeros in \z\ < 1. In this connection P. Erdös conjectured and later P. D. Lax

[4] verified that if P(z) ^ 0 in \z\ < 1, then (1) can be replaced by

(3) Max|P'(z)|<^Max|F(z)|,
|z| = l ¿  |z| = l

whereas the corresponding refinement of Zygmund's inequality which was found

out by N. G. De Bruijn [2, Theorem 13], is the following:
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De Bruijn's Theorem. If P(z) is a polynomial of degree n which has no zeros

in the disk \z\ < 1, then for q > 1,

(4) { r \P\eie)\q dd)     < nCq { Ç% \P(eie)\q dd\

where

*-{¿r2, l-'/í
la.q

l +e   Y da

The result is best possible and equality in (4) holds for P(z) = az" + b,

\a\ = \b\.
The case q = 2 was obtained by Lax [4], whereas if we let q tend to in-

finity in (4), we get Erdös-Lax theorem (inequality (3)). For another proof of

De Bruijn's theorem see [5].

In this paper we present apparently new and simple proofs of De Bruijn's

theorem and Zygmund's inequality which in essence involve no analysis. The

proofs depend on an interpolation formula due to A. Aziz and Q. G. Mohammad

[l, Lemma l] and Minkowski's inequality. We also present a generalization of

De Bruijn's theorem. In fact, we use De Bruijn's theorem to prove the following

more general result.

Theorem 1. If P(z) is a polynomial of degree n with Min,, ,|P(z)| = m and

P(z) has no zeros in the disk \z\ < 1, then for every given complex number ß

with \ß\ < 1 and for q > 1  we have

lj2n\P\eie + mnßel(n-X)e\qd8\   "

<nCq\r \P(eie) + mßein6\q d8

where C   is defined by (5). The result is best possible and equality in (6) holds

for P(z) = az" + bk", \a\ = \b\, k>l and ß = a/\a\.

Remark 1. Making q tend to infinity in (6) and choosing argument of ß , with

\ß\ = 1, suitably we obtain that if T^z) ^ 0 for |z| < 1, then

or equivalently

Max \P'(z)\ + nm < - ( Max \P(z)\ + m
|z|=l 2 Vlz| = i

Max|P'(z)| < J (Max\P(z)\ - Min\P(z)\) ,
|z| = l -  2 V|Z| = 1 |z| = l' "J

which is an interesting refinement of Erdös-Lax theorem.

2. Lemmas

We require the following interpolation formula [1, Lemma 1].
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Lemma 1. If P(z) is a polynomial of degree n and zx,z2, ... ,zn are the zeros

of z" + a, where a ^ -1 is any nonzero complex number, then for any complex

number t,

(7)

and

(8)

tP'(t)="pit) + L±^J2P(tz
I +a na   £-"   v k Az  -I)2

k=\ \Zk      l>

n2a

èi(^-i)2    o+«)2'

With the help of Minkowski's inequality, we deduce from Lemma 1 the fol-

lowing

Lemma 2. If P(z) is a polynomial of degree n, then for every real a and q>l,

-In

(9) \nP(e  )-e  P (e  ) + e       P (e  )\ dd

1/9

< n \P(e'e)\qdd\     .

Proof of Lemma 2. By Lemma 1, we have for \t\ = 1,

\nP(t)-tP'(t)-atP'(t)\

(10) (1+fl)

na
¿Z p«zk)
k=\ w - ir

where a ^ -1 is any nonzero complex number and zk , k = 1,2,...,« are

the zeros of z" + a. We take in particular, o/-l to be an arbitrary complex

number such that \a\ — 1, then \zk\ = 1 and zk ^ 1 for k = 1,2,... ,n.

Moreover it can be easily verified that if \z\ = 1, z ^ 1, then z/(z - 1) is a

negative real number and if|a| = l,a^-l, then (1 +a) ¡a is a positive real

number. Therefore, by (8) it follows that for \a\ = 1 and a ^ -1,

(1+fl)

na

(H)

E*:=i(** - D
(l+a)

na

2    n

:.(**-!)•

= n

<t=i ^k
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Now from (10) we have by Minkowski's inequality for q > 1,

-In
n,   ;0, i6 ni,   i9s id ni,   i8,,q Jn

nP(e  ) - e  P (e  ) - ae  P (e  )\\ dd

i/«

e   z
^*-l)2

q -. 1/i

d0\

i/«
d8F \P{eazk)\<

Jo

U2n \P(eie)\q dd\   \

Using (11) and writing a = -e'a where a ^ 0  (mod27r), we obtain

"27T

rw   if?, id nr,   70, i(a+8) nl,   i6.,q   ,n
\nP(e  )-e P (e  ) + e       P (e  )\ dd

1/9

<nU2n\P(e'e)\qdd\     .

Since this inequality is obviously true for a = 0  (mod27i;), therefore, Lemma

2 is proved.

3. Proofs of the theorems

Proof of De Bruijn's theorem. Since the polynomial P(z) does not vanish in

the disk \z\ < 1, it follows by a simple argument (see [1, inequality (9)]) that

(12) |P'(z)|<|H7>(z)-z7>'(z)|for|z| = l.

By Lemma 2, we have for every real a and q > 1,

(13) I"    \F(8) + eiaG(8)\qd8<nq f    \P(ee)\qdd
7o 7o

where

F(8) = nP(e'e) - e?P'(eW)    and    G(8) = eieP'(e'e).

Integrating both sides of ( 13) with respect to a from 0 to 2n, we get for q > 1,

2 2 2

(14) / " / K \F(8) + e'aG(8)\q dad8 <2nnq f " \P(eie)\q d8.
Jo    Jo Jo

Now for every real a and r > 1 , we have |/" + e'a| > |1 +ela\, which implies

F\r + e'a\qda> F\l+e'a\Qda,        q > 0.
Jo Jo
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If G(8) £ 0, we take r = |F(0)|/|C7(0)|, then by (12), r > 1 and we get

•In <-2n

jT \F(8) + eiaG(8)\q da = \G(8)\q jT |^|| + e

\F(8)

da

= \G(8)\q f '
Jo

> \P'(e'e)\q f
Jo

G(8)

\l+e

+ e da

1   da.

If G(8) = 0, then P (e' ) = 0 and this inequality is trivially true. Using this

in (14), we conclude that for q > 1,

F\l+e'a\qda F\P\eie)\qd8<2nnq FW'YdB,
Jo Jo Jo

which immediately leads to (4) and this completes the proof of De Bruijn's

theorem.

Proof of Theorem 1. By hypothesis, the polynomial P(z) does not vanish in

\z\ < 1 and m = Min.,, \P(z)\, therefore, m < \P(z)\ for \z\ < 1. We

first show that for any given complex number ß with \ß\ < 1 , the polynomial

F(z) = 7>(z) -(- mßz" does not vanish in |z| < 1. This is obvious if m = 0

and for m > 0 we prove it by contradiction. Assume that F(z) has a zero in

\z\ < 1, say at z = z0 with |zQ| < 1, then we have

P(z0) + mßzl = 7=7 z0) = 0.

This gives

\P(z0)\ = \mßzn0\ <m\zQ\" <m,

which is clearly a contradiction (to the minimum modulus principle).  Hence

F(z) has no zeros in the disk \z\ < 1  for every ß with \ß\ < 1. Applying

now De Bruijn's theorem to the polynomial F(z) = P(z) + mßz" , we readily

obtain (6) and this proves Theorem 1.

Proof of Zygmund's inequality. We take a = 1 in Lemma 1 to get for |i| = 1,

2

r"\p\t)\ = ?«)+ !!>**>:
k=x (Zk-V>

where zk , k = 1,2, ... ,n are the zeros of z" + 1. Hence by using Minkow

ski's inequality, we obtain for q > 1,

2\LlP{e)lde}

F\P(e'ezk)\qdd)

\P'(ei6)\qd8 <

(15)
M

A: = l (^-1)

«      2   "=    2 + «E
I /V = l («i

/    l^'9)l'
7o

1/9

¿0
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Since \zk\ = 1, zk ^ 1, k = 1,2, ... , n and therefore, with the help of (8)

(for a = 1 ) we get

2

k=l

zk

(^-D2
—E zfc «

:i(**-i)/c=l ^/c

2   "  4

Using this in (15), we obtain for q>\,

¡2n\P'(e'e)\qd8X'q' <n\j2n\P(e'6)\qdd"l'q

which is (2) and this completes the proof of Zygmund's inequality.

Remark2. If P(z) is a self-inversive polynomial, i.e. if P(z) = znP(\/z) then

it can be easily seen that \P'(z)\ = \nP(z) - zP'(z)\ for |z| = 1, so that

\F(8)/G(8)\ = \(nP(eie)-eeP'(eie))leieP'(ew)\ = 1.

Using this in (14) and proceeding similarly as in the proof of De Bruijn's theo-

rem, we conclude that if P(z) is a self-inversive polynomial of degree n , then

for every q > 1 we have

(16) jjT'VV'V^j     <ncij2n\P(eie)\qdd\     ,

where C is defined by (5). The result is best possible and equality in (16)

holds for P(z) — z" + 1. This result was earlier noted by Dewan and Govil [3]

also.
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